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Abstract

The lithospheric structure of the contiguous US and surrounding regions is significant in revealing the historical tectonic

deformations and interactions between subducting slabs and cratons. In this paper, we present a new radially anisotropic

shear wave speed model of this region, constrained by seismic full-waveform inversion. The new model (named CUSRA2021)

utilizes frequency dependent travel time measured from waveforms of 160 earthquake events recorded by 5,280 stations. More

earthquakes located in contiguous US are incorporated to improve the data coverage in eastern US. The final model exhibits

clear and detailed shear wave speed anomalies that correlate very well with tectonic units such as North America Craton

(high-Vs), Cascadia subduction zones (high-Vs), Columbia Plateau (low-Vs), Basin and Range (low-Vs), etc. In particular, the

detail of the North America Craton beneath Illinois is revealed, and the depth of high-Vs anomaly beneath the North America

Craton correlates well with S-to-P receiver function and SH reflection studies. The radial anisotropy also shows a layering of

Craton lithosphere.
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Key Points:9

• A new radially anisotropic shear wave speed model for the contiguous US using10

full waveform tomography is derived.11

• Eastern US data coverage is enhanced by including intracontinental earthquakes12

and geographic station weighting.13
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served and related to lithosphere accretion.15
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Abstract16

The lithospheric structure of the contiguous US and surrounding regions is significant17

in revealing the historical tectonic deformations and interactions between subducting slabs18

and cratons. In this paper, we present a new radially anisotropic shear wave speed model19

of this region, constrained by seismic full-waveform inversion. The new model (named20

CUSRA2021) utilizes frequency dependent travel time measured from waveforms of 16021

earthquake events recorded by 5,280 stations. More earthquakes located in contiguous22

US are incorporated to improve the data coverage in eastern US. The final model exhibits23

clear and detailed shear wave speed anomalies that correlate very well with tectonic units24

such as North America Craton (high-Vs), Cascadia subduction zones (high-Vs), Columbia25

Plateau (low-Vs), Basin and Range (low-Vs), etc. In particular, the detail of the North26

America Craton beneath Illinois is revealed, and the depth of high-Vs anomaly beneath27

the North America Craton correlates well with S-to-P receiver function and SH reflec-28

tion studies. The radial anisotropy also shows a layering of Craton lithosphere.29

Plain Language Summary30

Ancient continents (cratons) are cold, bouyant and have a thick root (lithosphere)31

down to about 200 km beneath the Earth’s surface. In the contiguous US and surround-32

ing regions, ancient continents (central and eastern US) were preserved and altered at33

the margins (western US). To better understand the possible process of historical geo-34

logical events, we apply an advanced seismic imaging technique utilizing full seismic wave-35

form to obtain the detailed structure of the contiguous US and surrounding regions. Here36

we apply more earthquakes located inside the US to improve the data coverage and fi-37

nally observed that the lithosphere of eastern US generally has two layers with differ-38

ent seismic wave speeds in vertical directions. This observation correlates with previous39

studies and may indicate the formation and accretion process of cratons.40

1 Introduction41

Contiguous US and surrounding regions have complex geological units and defor-42

mation history. Among which, North America Craton (Figure 1) forms the stable core43

of the contiguous US. Hotspots, i.e., Yellowstone, and subduction processes since Meso-44

zoic, i.e., Farallon and Cascadia, shaped the contiguous US region. The deformation pro-45

cesses draw people’s attention and are extensively studied from different disciplines in-46
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cluding geological, seismological, geochemical and geodynamical studies. Seismic tomog-47

raphy is one of the most important methods to image the subsurface structure and con-48

strain various of rock properties including wave speeds, anisotropy and attenuation. Over49

the years, various tomographic work in multiple scales is applied to this region (Fichtner50

et al., 2009; Tape et al., 2010; Lekić & Romanowicz, 2011; Yuan et al., 2014; Schmandt51

& Lin, 2014; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Zhu et al., 2017; Zhu, Yang, & Li, 2020; Krischer52

et al., 2018) and provide images of the contiguous US. Such images are indicative for cur-53

rent tectonic status and helpful for studying the dynamic processes of tectonic evolution.54

As the high-quality broadband seismic data accumulates, full-waveform inversion, one55

of the state-of-the-art seismic tomographic methods for the high-resolution and accurate56

waveform modelling using a spectral-element wave equation solver (SEM, (Komatitsch57

& Tromp, 2002b, 2002a)), is enabled to be applied in the global or regional seismic wave58

speeds tomography studies. Southern California crustal structure is the earliest exam-59

ple for the application of full-waveform inversion (Tape et al., 2009, 2010; Chen & Tromp,60

2007). Crustal and mantle structure of Australia (Fichtner et al., 2009), Europe (Zhu61

et al., 2013), East Asia (Chen, Niu, Liu, & Tromp, 2015; Tao et al., 2018) and globe (Bozdağ62

et al., 2016; Lei et al., 2020) has been investigated using full-waveform inversion. Focus-63

ing on the North America, (Yuan et al., 2014) applied normal mode full-waveform to-64

mography and reveals the large-scale structure of the North America Craton. (Zhu et65

al., 2017; Zhu, Yang, & Li, 2020) derived radial and azimuthal anisotropic models of the66

region and discovers possible toroidal flow of the Cascadia subduction zone (Zhu, Li, et67

al., 2020). (Krischer et al., 2018) applied an automatic full-waveform inversion method68

on the North America and derived another high-resolution radially anisotropic model.69

An application of box tomography jointing both teleseismic earthquakes and local earth-70

quakes are introduced by (Clouzet et al., 2018). These models well correlate with each71

other in large-scale features. Nevertheless, the crustal and uppermost model structure72

manifests discrepancies in terms of small-scale heterogeneities, which is partially because73

of the difference of data set, frequency range, and initial model used in each tomographic74

work. Here, we present a new radially anisotropic model constrained by full-waveform75

tomography with broadband seismic data from 160 local and regional earthquake events76

and 5,280 stations, in the period range of 15 to 120 seconds. The initial model is con-77

structed with a global mantle model and a jointly inverted model with ambient noise cross-78

correlations and receiver functions to get the optimal initial data coverage and enables79
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more local earthquake events. Also, the radially anisotropic feature is now extended from80

typical only the upper mantle to the entire crust and upper mantle, from the surface to81

670 km. This new model manifests major tectonic features in the contiguous US with82

shear wave speed and radial anisotropy anomalies, including Cascadia Subduction zone,83

Yellowstone Hotspot, Wyoming Plateau, Colorado Plateau, and North America Craton.84

These features correlate well with previous studies and exhibit enhancements on smaller85

scale tectonic structures, especially in Wyoming and Central US. In this paper, we fo-86

cus on the details of model construction, quality assessment and model presentation. A87

very general discussion of some indicative features is also provided.88
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Figure 1. Contiguous US and its geophysical units, along with Craton boundaries. Black

line marking the boundary of geophysical units. APP: Appalachian Mountain Plateaus; CIP:

Columbia Igneous Plateau; CP: Colorado Plateaus; GP: Great Plains; IP: Interior Lowland

Plateaus; NBR: North Basin and Range; OZP: Ozark Plateaus; SBR: South Basin and Range;

WB: Wyoming Basin; 1: Cascade Mountains; 2: Sierra Mountains; 3: Middle Rocky Mountains;

4: Southern Rocky Mountains; 5: Superior Upland; 6: Ouachita; 7: Valley and Ridge; 8: Blue

Ridge; 9: Piedmont. Boundary data is from United States Geological Survey and Fenneman and

Johnson, 1948. Magenta line marks the Archean Cratons and rifting zones. WYC: Wyoming

Craton; SPC: Superior Craton; MCR: Mid-Continental Rift. Red line marks the North America

Craton Front. Craton boundaries are from (Yuan et al., 2014).
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2 Data and Methods89

2.1 Study region, earthquakes and stations90

To utilize higher frequency waveforms while maintaining the computational cost91

reasonable, we have to select a relatively small region. Unlike previous studies includ-92

ing contiguous US region (Yuan et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2017; Krischer et al., 2018), we93

exclude the Northern Atlantic ridge events but only focus on a region that covers North94

America Plate as well as part of the Caribbean Sea (Figure 2a). The computational do-95

main is a 42◦∗48◦ spherical trunk rotated 20◦ counterclockwise, and the region for in-96

version is excluding a 2◦ margin along the boundary and the depth range is from the Earth’s97

surface down to 670 km. This study region utilizes the earthquake events in the west-98

ern coast of the US, and the boundary of the Caribbean Sea plate.99

We select 160 earthquake events within the study region to perform the inversion100

(Figure 2a). All available broadband seismic stations in the US, Canada, and Mexico (De-101

tailed network contributions are listed in data acknowledgement) for a total of 5,280 are102

used. The events are mainly distributed in the Western US and Caribbean Sea plate.103

The selected events are within a time frame between 2005 and 2019 and have moment104

magnitudes ranging from 4.6 to 7.1 which can be approximately regarded as point-sources105

at teleseismic distances while maintaining good signal-to-noise ratio to pass the data qual-106

ity control process (Text S1). A K-means algorithm (Selim & Ismail, 1984) is used to107

balance the spatial distribution of the earthquakes. Since the USArray transportable sta-108

tions are moving, we also balance the temporal distribution of the selected events to fit109

the station distribution of each stage of USArray (Figure S1a). Generally, 450 - 1,550110

stations in the study region for each event are used (Figure S1b). The source parame-111

ters are from the global centroid moment tensor (CMT) catalog (Ekström et al., 2012)112

for most of the earthquakes and SLU regional moment tensor catalog of North Amer-113

ica (Herrmann et al., 2011) for the earthquakes inside the contiguous US without global114

CMT solution. Most of the events have depth within 0 - 50 km, duration between 0 -115

7 s and moment magnitude between 5 - 6.6 (Figure S1c-e). The SLU catalog provides116

a number of Mw 4.5-5 earthquakes within contiguous US which improves the data cov-117

erage of eastern US.118
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Figure 2. (a) Computational domain, events, and stations (yellow triangles). Events are

shown with centroid moment tensor (CMT). Green color are used for line search the optimal

model update step. Two of the magenta boxed events are used to demonstrate the waveform

fitting of the initial model and final model. White and red boxes are the computational domain

and study region excluding a 2-degree margin with absorbing boundary condition. (b-d) wave-

forms of event 201305240347A recorded at stations TA.J42A, US.AAM and TA.N59A; (e)-(f):

waveforms of event 201205170812A recorded at stations TA.J04D and TA.451A; Black curves:

observed data; Red curves: synthetic waveforms predicted by model CUSRA2021; Blue curves:

synthetic waveforms predicted by the initial model. Colored squares mark the arrival time of

seismic phases. (g): Distribution of event-station pairs shown in (b-f).
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2.2 Inversion scheme and model parameterization119

We apply the full waveform inversion based on adjoint method (Tromp et al., 2005).120

Wavefield simulation is performed by the SPECFEM3D GLOBE numerical solver based121

on the spectral-element method (SEM) (Komatitsch & Tromp, 2002b, 2002a), which com-122

bines the accuracy of pseudo-spectral method and the flexibility of finite-element mesh123

to honor the topography/bathymetry and any laterally varying internal discontinuities124

of the Earth such as Moho, 410 and 660. It is more accurate in simulating surface waves125

than finite-difference methods which have stronger numerical dispersion issue (Robertsson,126

1996). The effects of Earth’s Ocean gravity, ellipticity, 3D complex heterogeneity, atten-127

uation, and anisotropy on seismic wave propagation can also be accurately modeled in128

the period range of our inversion (15-120 s). Our radially anisotropic wave speed model129

is parameterized by four parameters: Vc, VSV , VSH and η, which are the bulk compres-130

sive wave speed, shear wave speed in vertical and horizontal directions, and the dimen-131

sionless parameter representing the wave speeds at oblique propagation directions, re-132

spectively. The reason to condense VPV and VPH to one bulk wave speed is that the cur-133

rent data set cannot resolve the P wave anisotropy. The density is scaled to the 0.33 times134

of the isotropic shear wave speed (Voigt average, Vs =
√

2/3V 2
SV + 1/3V 2

SH) pertur-135

bations (Anderson, 1987), due to the insensitivity of the seismic phases to density vari-136

ation. We use anisotropic parameterization from the surface to 670 km discontinuity be-137

cause in our computational domain, deep mantle data coverage is limited and cannot re-138

solve the radial anisotropy.139

2.3 Misfit functions140

We only focus on the phase differences between the data and synthetics and ap-141

ply the frequency-dependent travel time misfit functions in the inversion. Since the large-142

scale wave speed model for the contiguous US still needs refinement (Zhou et al., 2021,143

in press), the finite-frequency travel time misfit for long-period body and surface waves144

is suitable for better constraining the smoothed large-scale wave speed models. The frequency-145

dependent travel time misfit is measured in three components for P and S waves by cross-146

correlation of the waveforms and for surface waves by a multi-taper technique (Park et147

al., 1987; Simons et al., 2000; Y. Zhou et al., 2004) to account for the phase velocity dis-148

persion. An automated window selection code FLEXWIN (Maggi et al., 2009) is used149

to select the measurement window by comparing the data and synthetics. We combine150
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the measures in six categories: P-SV and Rayleigh waves on vertical (Z) and radial (R)151

components, and SH and Love waves on tangential (T) components. The assembled mis-152

fit function χT is:153

χT =
1

CN

C∑
c

N∑
r

WcWrχ, (1)

where χ is the travel time misfit of a single measurement, Wc and Wr are the cat-154

egorical weighting and geographic weighting factors, respectively. C and N are the to-155

tal numbers of categories and stations, respectively. The categorical weighting is the in-156

verse of total numbers of measurements in this category, and the geographic weighting157

balances the station distribution by downweighing the dense array stations, following the158

algorithm of (Ruan et al., 2019). The combined weighting scheme balances the irregu-159

lar station distribution and the bias of measurements in each category. We combine in-160

termediate to short period body waves with turning depth from the crust to the upper161

mantle for 5◦−35◦ epicentral distance in our study region, and long period surface waves162

that are sensitive to lower crust and uppermost mantle to constrain the crustal and up-163

per mantle wave speed simultaneously. To mitigate cycle skipping, we apply multi-scale164

inversion strategy by dividing our frequency range into three legs. We start from 20-50165

s body waves and 50-120 s surface waves (first leg), and then move to 20-50 s and 30-166

120 s (second leg), and finally apply 15-50 s and 30-120s (third leg) for body and sur-167

face waves, respectively.168

2.4 Initial model selection169

The nonlinear nature of the full waveform inversion makes it dependent on the ini-170

tial model. A good initial model is reported to be helpful to prevent the inversion from171

being trapped into a local minimum (Mulder & Plessix, 2008; Fichtner et al., 2009; Bozdağ172

et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2017; Krischer et al., 2018; T. Zhou et al., 2019). The compat-173

ibility of crustal and mantle models plays an important role in the radial anisotropy in-174

version (Bozdağ & Trampert, 2010). Generally, the initial model requires a better data175

fitting to incorporate more measurement windows which helps the convergence. In or-176

der to choose an optimal initial model that is compatible in our SEM mesh and has a177

good initial data fitting, we compare the data predictability of eight different seismic wave178

speed models of the contiguous US region using different misfit functions including zero-179

lag cross-correlation, travel time and waveform least-squares (Zhou et al., in press). The180

–9–
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model comparison result suggests an initial model with a smooth global model in the man-181

tle, e.g., S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011), combined with a short-period Rayleigh wave con-182

strained crustal model for SV wave speed, e.g., US.2016 (Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016) and183

Crust1.0 (Laske et al., 2013) for SH wave speed in the crust, has the best predictabil-184

ity and compatibility in our study region. The main advantage for this hybrid initial model185

is that the short-period Rayleigh wave constrained crust is able to predict intermediate186

period Rayleigh waves well, which incorporates more measurement windows in the first187

few iterations of the inversion, while in the mantle, the smoothed version S40RTS does188

not imprint too much pre-existing details in the inversion, especially for the radial anisotropy.189

In the SEM mesh, we stretch the spectral elements to honor the Moho of the US.2016190

and CRUST1.0 within and outside the contiguous US, respectively. Since the models S40RTS191

is isotropic, we set the VSV = VSH in the mantle, i.e., there’s a zero initial value for192

radial anisotropy. All the artificial boundaries are smoothed with a Gaussian filter with193

sigma of 1 degree.194

2.5 Model updating195

The model is iteratively updated with a conjugate gradient method (Tromp et al.,196

2005), and the Fréchet kernels are computed by the cross-correlation of forward wave-197

field and back-propagated adjoint wavefield. The adjoint sources for each event are ap-198

plying the same categorical and geographical weighting coefficients as the misfit func-199

tion measurement to balance the kernel. Then kernels for each event are summed up with200

equal weight and source region masked out with a Gaussian filter with σ of 100 km. Be-201

sides, the kernels are pre-conditioned by the approximate Hessian (Luo et al., 2015) and202

then smoothed with a Gaussian filter that has σ of 100 km in the horizontal plane and203

σ of 10 km in the vertical direction for the first 7 iterations and for the other iterations,204

75 km and 7.5 km, respectively. The step for model updating is determined with a line-205

search technique using a subset of 24 events (Figure 2a). 5-7 candidate models apply-206

ing different perturbation steps ranging from 0.005 to 0.05 are tested for searching the207

best model with minimum data misfit. The optimal updated model is selected as the ini-208

tial model for the next iteration. Theoretically, the iteration goes on until no significant209

misfit reduction is observed for each leg. Due to the limitation of the computational re-210

sources, we perform 5 iterations for the first and second legs, and 8 iterations for the third211

leg (Figure 3). The misfit reduction curve starts to be flattened, indicating the conver-212

–10–
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gence of the iteration. The current model manifests significant detailed features of the213

contiguous US and is named CUSRA2021 (Contiguous US Radially Anisotropic Model214

of 2021).215
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Figure 3. (a) Data misfit with iterations; (b-g) Histogram of travel time shift of available

measurement windows in six categories: P-SV on vertical, P-SV on radial, SH on tangential,

Rayleigh on vertical, Rayleigh on radial, and Love on tangential. Blue contour marks the initial

model (Initial) and red contour marks the current model (CUSRA2021).
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3 Model quality assessment216

Model quality assessment is significant for evaluating the resolvability and accu-217

racy of the model. We give an estimation of the model resolvability by analyzing the data218

misfit, data coverage estimated by approximate inverse of Hessian, and point-spread func-219

tion tests.220

3.1 Data misfit221

We compare the statistical data misfit with the initial model in Figure 3. The to-222

tal misfit at the 18th iteration has a 51.6% reduction and the histogram of the travel time223

measurements in six categories show a significant improvement in terms of the mean travel224

time misfit (e.g., for SH wave in tangential component from 1.9 s to less than 0.1 s and225

for Love wave in tangential component from 4.3 s to less than 0.1 s). Besides, the num-226

ber of the measurement windows increased by 39% in total. Especially, for the Love wave227

and SH wave measurement windows on tangential components, the number of available228

measurement windows increased by 77.3%. The model improves the data fitting in tan-229

gential components significantly, indicating it has a better constrain on the radial anisotropy230

than the initial model.231

To demonstrate the waveform fitting, we select two earthquake events (Figure 2g),232

201305240347A (Mw 5.7 in California) and 201205170812A (Mw 4.8 in Texas), to dis-233

play the waveform fitting improvement (Figure 2b-f) in a frequency range of 20-80 s. We234

observe that the waveform fitting of model CUSRA2021 (red curves) has been improved235

in all three components, especially for the Love waves on T components, compared to236

the waveform fitting of the initial model (blue curves). The waveform fitting improve-237

ment directly demonstrates that the model CUSRA2021 performs well in predicting the238

waveforms in intermediate period ranges.239

3.2 Approximate Hessian240

We use approximate Hessian to demonstrate the data coverage (Figure 4a). The241

approximation of Hessian is computed by cross-correlating forward and adjoint accel-242

eration wavefields (Luo et al., 2015). The data coverage is good across the entire con-243

tiguous US in the uppermost mantle, down to the depth of around 200 km. From 200-244

300 km, the western US and the central US still maintains a good ray coverage, but the245

–13–
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eastern coast starts to lose illumination. Near the mantle transition zone at 380 km, only246

the western US has good data coverage.247

3.3 Point-spread function test248

We perform point-spread function (PSF) tests to demonstrate the resolution and249

tradeoff of the model CUSRA2021, following (Fichtner et al., 2010; Chen, Niu, Liu, Tromp,250

& Zheng, 2015; Zhu et al., 2017). The PSFs are the action of the Hessian on a point-251

source perturbation of the model, which represents the resolvability of the model con-252

figuration that are related to the data coverage. Several high-Vsv Gaussian anomaly with253

maximum perturbation of 2% and correlation length of 50 km is added to model CUSRA2021254

at the depth of 20 and 200 km, respectively. Only Vsv is perturbed in order to analyze255

the tradeoff between Vsv and Vsh. Figure 4b shows five interested regions with PSF tests256

in the mantle at 200 km, i.e., Gorda slab, Wyoming block, Colorado Plateau, Illinois and257

Appalachian Mountain front. In the mantle at 200 km, all the five regions have resolved258

the PSF. Smearing is observed, possibly along the dominant ray path, in the five regions.259

Considering the smearing, the resolvability of the model CUSRA2021 is between 100 km260

and 200 km. There is a little bit tradeoff between Vsv and Vsh, which manifests a more261

scattered negative Vsh perturbation with about 15% of the amplitude of the Vsv per-262

turbation. The relatively small tradeoff between Vsv and Vsh ensures the resolvability263

of the radially anisotropic model of the CUSRA2021.264

–14–
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Figure 4. (a) Approximate Hessian in different depths color coded by log scale. Brighter color

represents approximately better data coverage and darker color represents lower illumination.

From 80 to 380 km. (b) Point-spread function tests in the mantle at the depth of 200 km.
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4 Results265

We present model CUSRA2021 in the contiguous US region in the crust and man-266

tle using perturbations with respect to the mean velocity of the contiguous US (65-125◦W,267

25-55◦N). Since the highest frequency waveforms incorporated in this model at current268

stage is 15 s for body waves and 30 s for surface waves, the crustal structure at shallow269

depths has limited constraints. Besides, our inversion configuration and data set are more270

sensitive to shear wave speed compared to P wave speed. Therefore, in this section, we271

focus on shear wave speeds in the mantle. The radial anisotropy for shear wave is pre-272

sented by the Thomsen parameter ξ = (VSH − VSV )/VSV (Thomsen, 1986).273

4.1 Shear wave anomalies274

To demonstrate CUSRA2021 in the mantle, we plot the isotropic shear wave anomaly275

(dlnVs) with reference to the mean wave speed of the contiguous US, and the radial anisotropy276

anomaly (ξ). Figure 5 shows the dlnVs in 80-480 km. The first-order large scale feature277

is a low-Vs anomaly in the western US and a high-Vs anomaly in the eastern US. The278

boundary dividing low-Vs and high-Vs anomalies is approximately around the front of279

Rocky Mountains. In the uppermost mantle (70-120 km), western US has a -5 to -6%280

low-Vs anomaly and some extremely low-Vs (around -8%) regions in Columbia Plateau,281

Northern basin and range and Baja California. Colorado Plateau is manifesting a rel-282

atively higher-Vs zone (-3%) in the center and a very low-Vs zone (-8%) in the surround-283

ings. In the central and eastern US, on average a 4% high-Vs zone is observed. Approx-284

imately larger high-Vs (5 to 6%) regions are observed in two Archean craton cores, Wyoming285

and Superior. In the upper mantle (160-380 km), the Cascadia subduction zone emerges286

as a smaller low-Vs anomaly (-1 to -2%) compared to surrounding regions (-3%). Espe-287

cially the Gorda slab is clearly imaged from 200 to 480 km as a high-Vs (2 to 3%) anomaly288

and moves towards east as the depth increases. In 160 – 240 km, large low-Vs anomaly289

(¿3%) is observed in Baja California and southwestern US and extends to south basin290

and range near Rio-grenade rift zone. low-Vs anomaly (2%) connecting the Yellowstone291

hotspot, and the large low-Vs anomaly is also observed. A 2 to 3% high-Vs anomaly is292

observed in central and east US, correlating with the region of Archean Superior Cra-293

ton and Proterozoic Cratons. The high-Vs anomaly beneath Proterozoic Cratons around294

Illinois separates from the high-Vs anomaly beneath Archean Superior Craton. Besides,295
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Figure 5. Mantle shear wave speeds model of CUSRA2021. Perturbation of the voigt average

of shear wave speed (dlnVs) is plotted with reference to the mean value of the contiguous US

region (65-125◦W, 25-55◦N, marked on each panel). Depths: 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 240, 300, 380

and 480 km. Contours of geological units are the same as Figure 1
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the high-Vs anomaly beneath North America Craton is surrounded by a moderate low-296

Vs anomaly (-1 to -2%), correlating with the passive continental margin.297

4.2 Radial anisotropy298

The radial anisotropy anomaly ξ is plotted in Figure 6. In the uppermost mantle299

(80-120 km), A uniform high ξ (¿5%) is observed. Relatively smaller high-ξ (1-2%) re-300

gion is observed along the western coast, in the middle of Superior Craton, and along301

the Mid Continental Rift. The relatively low-ξ region is further enhanced as the depth302

increases. In 120 to 160 km, such regions become to have low-ξ anomaly. In the upper303

mantle (160 - 380 km), generally low-ξ (around -1%) is observed. Colorado Plateau and304

Protozoic cratons around Illinois have relatively large low-ξ (-2%) anomalies at 200 km305

and extends to 160 and 240 km. For the Wyoming Craton, a high ξ anomaly (2 to 3%)306

to the west starts to come out at 160 km and continues down to 380 km. At 300 and 380307

km, this high-ξ anomaly correlates with the low-Vs anomaly.308

4.3 Cross-sections309

To examine the cross-sections, we plot four cross-sections along 32◦N, 36◦N, 40◦N310

and 44◦N in Figure 7. We observe the Cascadia and Gorda subduction slab with a high-311

Vs anomaly in the 44N and 40N cross-sections. The North America Craton region (100W312

to 75W) is marked with a high-Vs anomaly (2%) down to about 200 km and fastly thin-313

ning towards west and slowly thinning towards east. The Wyoming block (110W to 105W314

at 44N) also has a high-Vs anomaly in the east half but quite shallow to 150 km, while315

the west half manifests low-Vs anomaly. The Colorado Plateau region (112-105W at 36N)316

still shows a low-Vs anomaly in the upper mantle, possibly due to the large low-Vs im-317

print from the initial model. The North America Craton breaks up to three blobs to the318

south. A uniform high-ξ anomaly is observed across the entire contiguous US. The depth319

of the high-ξ anomaly is between 120 and 200 km.320

4.4 Compare with other FWI models321

We compare our model with recent regional full-waveform tomographic models, in-322

cluding US32 (Zhu, Yang, & Li, 2020), Krischer18 (Krischer et al., 2018), and SEMum-323

NA14 (Yuan et al., 2014). Figure 8 shows the isotropic shear wave velocity comparison324
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in the mantle at two indicative depths for upper mantle and lithosphere boundary, 100325

km and 200 km. At 100 km, all the four models correlates well in large-scale shear wave326

anomalies and resolves detailed structures. Model CUSRA2021, US32 and Krischer18327

show indicative low-Vs anomaly (-8%) in the Columbia plateau and southern Rocky Moun-328

tains. The Colorado Plateau shows a lower amplitude of low-Vs anomaly (-4%). In the329

east US, the small scale structures does not correlates well between these models. At 200330

km, large-scale structures also correlates very well. Yet model CUSRA2021 and Krischer18331

show clear high-Vs anomaly (2%) related to Cascadia subduction zone and Wyoming332

basin. Model US32 also manifests such feature with relatively lower amplitude of shear333

wave speed anomaly. Especially, model CUSRA2021 show a clearly separated high-Vs334

anomaly in midwestern US, centered at Illinois. The similarity between three models CUSRA2021,335

US32 and Krischer18 is probably because of the incorporation of short-wavelength body336

and surface waves (¡ 30 s). However, for radial anisotropy, large discrepanicy are observed337

between these models. At 100 km, models CUSRA2021, SEMum-NA14 and Krischer18338

manifests a generally high-ξ radial anisotropy anomaly (2-3%), while model US32 ex-339

cludes this feature. Regarding the small-scale structure, model CUSRA2021, US32 and340

Krischer18 generally shows low-ξ radial anisotropy (-1%) along the western coast. In the341

midwest US, especially around mid-continental rift, all four models generally shows a rel-342

atively lower radial anisotropy (-1% - 0%). At 200 km, models CUSRA2021 and US32343

shows more small-scale structure yet not correlating each other. Models CUSRA2021 and344

Krischer18 correlates at the Cascadia subduction zone for high-ξ radial anisotropy (2%)345

and Colorado Plateau for low-ξ radial anisotropy (-1% to -3%). Model SEMum-NA14346

shows a more smoothed feature.347

A detailed comparison from 80 km to 430 km is shown in Figure S3. Model CUSRA2021348

correlates with other FWI models in large-scale structures from uppermost mantle (70349

km) to mantle transition zone (430 km), yet some small-scale structures deviate from350

other models. For example, the subduction slab of Juan de-Fuca and Gorda plates are351

enhanced in CUSRA2021 as a +2% high-Vs anomaly from 200 to 430 km. A low-Vs anomaly352

in northern Wyoming Craton (around central Montana) is also observed in the upper353

mantle from 250 km to 430 km, which correlates with SEMum-NA14 but are much en-354

hanced. For radial anisotropy (Figure S4), large discrepanicies are still observed from355

80 to 430 km and even severe beneath 250 km because of the data coverage of Rayleigh356

and Love waves are incomplete.357
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Figure 6. Mantle shear wave radial anisotropy model of CUSRA2021. Depths: 80, 100, 120,

160, 200, 240, 300, 380 and 480 km. Contours of geological units are the same as Figure 1
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Figure 7. (Black and white panel) Cross sections used in this paper for discussion. (Color

panels) Cross section along AA’ (44◦N), BB’ (40◦N), CC’ (36◦N) and DD’ (32◦N) for the mantle

shear wave speeds model of CUSRA2021. Voigt average of shear wave speed perturbation (dlnVs)

is plotted in the left column with reference to the mean value of the contiguous US region (65-

125◦W, 25-55◦N). Radial anisotropy anomaly ξ is plotted in the right column. Depth ranges from

60 to 410 km. Magenta bars on profile AA’ marks the MLD picks of the SH reflections by Liu

et al., 2021. Magenta dashed lines on profile BB’ marks the S-to-P reflection constrained LAB

depth and ”X” interface in the middle of the lithosphere by Kind et al., 2020.
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Figure 8. Comparison of CUSRA2021 with other FWI models (US32, SEMum-NA14, and

Krischer18) of the US region at the depth of 100 km and 200 km. (Upper 2 rows) shear wave

anomaly dlnVs comparison. (Lower 2 rows) Radial anisotropy anomaly ξ comparison.
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5 Discussion358

Quite a few features including isotropic shear wave anomaly and radial anisotropy359

anomaly are observed by our model CUSRA2021. The features are indicative for geo-360

logical units, tectonic events, and deformation processes.361

5.1 Low Vs anomaly in western US362

We observe several major low shear wave speed anomalies (low-Vs) in the western363

US. Among which, the most important one is the extremely low-Vs (8%) in the East of364

Basin and Range Province from 80 to 120 km. The uppermost mantle low-Vs anomaly365

manifests an elongated north-south trace, ranging from the east end of Columbia Plateau366

(north) to the south Basin and Range, and turns westward and connects Baja Califor-367

nia at the depth of 120 km. Other low-Vs anomalies in the Western US (3-6%) marks368

the south margin of Columbia Plateau, the boundary of north Basin and Range (NBR),369

and the boundary of Colorado Plateau. Central NBR and central Colorado Plateau shows370

relatively lower (1-2%) low-Vs anomaly, which has higher Vs compared to the average371

velocity of the western US. The elongated low-Vs anomaly can also be observed in ver-372

tical cross-sections, i.e., a uniform low-Vs anomaly from 45N to 25N at longitude 115◦W373

(Figure 9). The radial anisotropy map shows a low radial anisotropy anomaly at 30N,374

indicating that the asthenosphere is getting shallower at Baja California and correlates375

with the hotspot. The northward trending low-Vs channel in the uppermost mantle is376

likely to be the partial melting region in the lithosphere which matches the extensive vol-377

canism regions since Neogene (Putirka & Platt, 2012). The origins of the melts are still378

under debate. One possible hypothesis is that the melting is related to the lithospheric379

extension due to the arrival of Mendocino Triple Junction (Putirka & Platt, 2012). Here380

our model provides another hypothesis that the low-Vs channel may represents the trans-381

fer of melts from Baja California to Basin and Range province. This low-Vs channel also382

correlates with model Krischer18 (Krischer et al., 2018) and US-SL-2014 (Schmandt &383

Lin, 2014).384

5.2 Lithosphere thickness of North America Craton385

Since our new model incorporates more earthquakes within the contiguous US re-386

gion, the data coverage in the North America Craton (NAC) region is improved. There-387
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Figure 9. Cross sections along 115◦W (EE’) and 110◦W (FF’) for the mantle shear wave

speeds and radial anisotropy model of CUSRA2021. The reference shear wave speed is the mean

Vs is the contiguous US region (65-125◦W, 25-55◦N). Depth ranges from 60 to 400 km
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fore, model CUSRA2021 can resolve the lithospheric structure of NAC. The main fea-388

ture of the North America Craton is the high-Vs anomaly from the uppermost mantle389

to about 200-240 km. Here, we define the lithosphere thickness of the Craton as the bound-390

ary of 2% high-Vs anomaly (Lee et al., 2011; Aulbach, 2012; Zheng et al., 2015). The391

lithosphere thickness is about 200-220 km at the Superior core and 240 km at the Illi-392

nois microblock (Stein et al., 2018). The lithosphere thickness correlates with the most393

recent S-to-P receiver function result (Kind et al., 2020). Another main feature is that394

the NAC region breaks up into two parts at 200 to 240 km depth. Figure 10 also shows395

the feature in vertical cross sections along 90W longitude. Superior Craton core has a396

very strong high-Vs anomaly (5%) and the Proterozoic Craton beneath Illinois (IL mi-397

croblock, (Stein et al., 2018)) has been separated from the Superior core, indicating a398

Proterozoic deformation related to the rifting process. From the radial anisotropy cross-399

section, we observe that there’s a continuous boundary of high-ξ region at around 150400

km, with some weak variations correlating to the craton cores and gaps.401

5.3 High radial anisotropy anomaly across contiguous US402

We observe high radial anisotropy anomaly across contiguous US in the uppermost403

mantle. The high-ξ layer defined by ξ > 1% extends down to about 120 to 200 km with404

an average depth of 150 km. Thick high-ξ layer are mainly located beneath the north-405

ern Wyoming Craton. The Eastern Coast region also show thick high-ξ region however406

it is out of the well data coverage regions. The high-ξ layer thinned significantly beneath407

the Colorado Plateau and Mid-Continental Rift regions. In the North America Craton408

region, the averaged high-ξ layer depth correlates with the mid-lithosphere discontinu-409

ities (Fischer et al., 2010; Yuan & Romanowicz, 2010; L. Liu & Gao, 2018; T. Liu & Shearer,410

2021). The radial anisotropy may be an interpretation of the mid-lithosphere disconti-411

nuity, which is likely to be related to the modification of lower lithosphere (L. Liu & Gao,412

2018), different stages of lithosphere foundering (Yuan & Romanowicz, 2010), and ac-413

cretion processes of the lithosphere (Bostock, 1998; Courtier et al., 2010).414
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Figure 10. Cross sections along 90◦W (GG’) for the mantle shear wave speeds and radial

anisotropy model of CUSRA2021. The reference shear wave speed is the mean Vs is the contigu-

ous US region (65-125◦W, 25-55◦N). Depth ranges from 60 to 400 km
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6 Conclusion415

We present our newly constructed radially anisotropic seismic wave speed model416

of the contiguous US and surrounding regions: CUSRA2021. This model is constructed417

based on full-waveform inversion and adjoint methods using three-component waveforms418

from 160 regional and local earthquakes and all the available stations. The inversion uti-419

lizes multiscale technique with three period bands up to 15-50 seconds of body waves and420

30-120 seconds for surface waves. The initial model is carefully selected for the optimal421

initial data availability. Our model correlates well with previous studies and manifests422

enhanced indicative shear wave speed anomalies and radial anisotropy anomalies. We423

observe the Craton lithosphere with about 200 km thickness, compatible with thermal424

studies and receiver function studies. The Gorda subduction slab are enhanced with high-425

Vs anomalies from the upper mantle to the mantle transition zone. An extremely low-426

Vs in uppermost mantle of the east Basin and Range province is also observed and cor-427

relates well with Neocene volcanisms. The shear wave speed features along with radial428

anisotropy will provide independent further seismic constrains of some geodynamic fea-429

tures, and help to elucidate highly debating scientific questions including the deforma-430

tion process of North America Craton, etc.431
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Supplementary material for ”CUSRA2021: A Radially1

Anisotropic Model of the Contiguous US and2

surrounding regions by full-waveform inversion”3

Tong Zhou, Jiaqi Li, Ziyi Xi, Guoliang Li, Min Chen4

Introduction5

This supplementary material contains 2 texts describing the detailed data quality6

control process and the comparison between CUSRA2021 and the initial model. This7

supplementary material has 4 figures showing the statistical property of the data and8

model comparisons.9

Text S1 Data quality control process in detail10

We follow a four-step data quality control process. Step 1: Remove mean and lin-11

ear trend of the raw data, remove the instrument response, convert to displacement, and12

pre-filter the data to 0.005-0.5 Hz (2 – 200 s). Step 2: Compute the synthetic waveform13

for each event. Pre-filter the synthetics to 0.005-0.5 Hz (the same as raw data). Then14

filter the synthetics and the data to the same frequency range of 15-50 s for body waves15

and 30-120 s for surface waves. We have Step 3: Select windows based on the coherence16

between observed data and the synthetics using FLEXWIN (Maggi et al., 2009) for body17

waves and surface waves on vertical, radial, and tangential components, respectively. The18

cross-correlation coefficient (CC) threshold for accepted windows is 0.65. We then count19

for window numbers of the 6 categories (body wave and surface wave on Z, R, and T com-20

ponents). Step 4: Events with more than 600 measurement windows in total, and more21

than 100 measurement windows in each category are counted acceptable and selected.22

Text S2 Comparison between model CUSRA2021 and the initial model23

Since the initial model has isotropic shear wave speed (VSV = VSH), we have uni-24

formally ξ = 0 in the mantle for the initial model.25

Figure S2 shows the comparison of the shear wave speed anomaly between CUSRA202126

and the initial model. Model CUSRA2021 inherits the large-scale anomalies from the27

smoothed initial model and manifests a lot more detailed small-scale structures at ev-28

ery depths. Especially, in the upper mantle, strong low-Vs anomaly (-8%) is observed29

in the Columbia Plateau and South Rocky Mountains. Colorado Plateau has a lower am-30
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plitude of low-Vs anomaly (-4%). Cascadia subduction zone is significantly strenghtened31

by high-Vs anomaly (3%). Proterozoic craton beneath Illinois is strenghtened by high-32

Vs anomaly (2-3%) and separated from the Archean Superior Craton. Crosssections show33

clearer evolvation of the NAC from the initial model to CUSRA2021. Cascadia subduc-34

tion zone is strenghtened at cross-section BB’, delamination-like lithosphere can be ob-35

served in AA’ and BB’. To the south the NAC lithosphere has been separated longitu-36

dically on CC’ and DD’.37
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Figure S1. Statistics about earthquake data. (a) event temporal distribution with years.

(b) station response distribution for all the events. (c) depth distribution for all the events. (d)

duration distribution for all the events. (e) moment magnitude distribution for all the events.
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Figure S2. Comparison of the shear wave anomaly of model CUSRA2021 with the initial

model. Mapviews: depth range of 80, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 km. Left: Initial model;

Right: CUSRA2021. Colorscales are the same as Figure 6 in the main text. Cross-sections: along

44N (AA’), 40N (BB’), 36N (CC’) and 32N (DD’). The reference shear wave speed is the mean

Vs is the contiguous US region (65-125◦W, 25-55◦N). Depth ranges from 60 to 410 km.
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Figure S3. Shear wave model comparison of CUSRA2021 with recent full-waveform to-

mographic model US32 (Zhu et al., 2020), SEMum-NA14 (Yuan et al., 2014) and Krischer18

(Krischer et al., 2018). Rows: models. Columns: 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 310, 370, 430 km. Color

scales are the same as Figure 8 in the main paper.
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Figure S4. Shear wave radial anisotropy model comparison of CUSRA2021 with recent full-

waveform tomographic model US32 (Zhu et al., 2020), SEMum-NA14 (Yuan et al., 2014) and

Krischer18 (Krischer et al., 2018). Rows: models. Columns: 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 310, 370, 430

km. Color scales are the same as Figure 8 in the main paper.
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